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[1] Metallic diapirs may have strongly contributed to core formations during the first
million years of planetary evolutions. The aim of this study is to determine whether the
dynamics induced by the diapir sinking can drive a dynamo and to characterize the required
conditions on the size of the diapir, the mantle viscosity and the planetary latitude at which
the diapir sinks. We impose a classical Hadamard flow solution for the motion at the
interface between a spherical sinking diapir and a viscous mantle on dynamical simulations
that account for rotational and inertial effects in order to model the flow within the diapir.
The flows are confined to a velocity layer with a thickness that decreases with increasing
rotation rate. These 3D flows are is then used as input for kinematic dynamo simulations to
determine the critical magnetic Reynolds number for dynamo onset. Our results
demonstrate that the flow pattern inside a diapir sinking into a rotating planet can generate
a magnetic field. Large diapirs (R > 10 km) sinking in a mantle with a viscosity ranging
from 109 to 1014 Pa.s provide plausible conditions for a dynamo. Equatorial sinking diapirs
are confined to a thicker velocity layer and are thus possibly more favorable for dynamo
generation than polar sinking diapirs. In addition equatorial sinking diapirs produce
stronger saturated magnetic fields. However, for the range of parameters studied here,
estimation of the intensity of diapir-driven magnetic fields suggests that they could not
have contributed to the lunar or Martian crustal paleomagnetic fields.

Citation: Monteux, J., N. Schaeffer, H. Amit, and P. Cardin (2012), Can a sinking metallic diapir generate a dynamo?,
J. Geophys. Res., 117, E10005, doi:10.1029/2012JE004075.

1. Introduction

[2] Episodic migration of large volumes of iron may have
strongly contributed to core formations during early plane-
tary evolution [Stevenson, 1981]. Complete separation of the
metallic phase from the silicate chondritic material may
occur within only several million years on terrestrial planets
[Kleine et al., 2002; Yin et al., 2002; Touboul et al., 2007].
Such a fast process necessarily involves melting of the
metallic phase which requires a large amount of energy. This
energy can be provided by radiogenic heating [Yoshino et al.,
2003], impact processes [Tonks and Melosh, 1993] or grav-
itational energy release during metal-silicate separation
[Šrámek et al., 2010]. Once molten, the dense metallic phase
can sink toward the center of the planet via various phe-
nomena such as percolation through a solid matrix [Shannon
and Agee, 1996], settling of metallic droplets within a con-
vecting magma ocean [Rubie et al., 2003;Höink et al., 2006],

two-phase flow dynamics [Ricard et al., 2009; Šrámek et al.,
2010] or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities [Stevenson, 1981;
Honda et al., 1993]. These various processes may lead to a
wide range of characteristic length scales [Karato and
Murthy, 1997]. Percolation and metal rainfall occur at small
length scales (�10�2 m) and can ultimately form a dense
metallic layer at the bottom of a magma ocean. Then, depending
on the thickness of this accumulated metallic layer, Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities can mobilize up to 100-km sized diapirs
[Honda et al., 1993].
[3] Large scale metallic volumes can also be separated

from silicates by differentiation events following a large
impact on an undifferentiated planet [Tonks and Melosh,
1993; Monteux et al., 2009]. Indeed, after a large impact a
fraction of the kinetic energy is transferred at depth to thermal
energy via shock waves propagation and may separate
locally the metallic phase from the silicate phase. Then, the
dense metallic phase overcomes viscous heating during its
sinking toward the center of the planet. If the separated
metallic volume is hot enough, vigorous convection occurs
within the metallic phase once it has reached the center of the
planet, and a dynamo can be generated [Monteux et al.,
2011a]. Ultimately, large iron cores of planetesimals could
even have directly sunk into the pre-existing core just after an
impact [Benz et al., 1987; Monteux et al., 2011b]. In this
study, we termmetallic diapir every volume of iron that sinks
toward the center of the growing planet independently of its
size or sinking process.
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[4] Large metallic diapirs lead to a large deviatoric stress
that deforms the surrounding material and accommodates the
sinking of the diapir toward the center of the planet. Depend-
ing on the rheology of the surrounding mantle, negative
metallic diapirism may lead to viscous deformation [Monteux
et al., 2009], non-linear rheology [Samuel and Tackley, 2008],
elasto-plastic deformation [Gerya and Yuen, 2007] or even to
fracturing if the ultimate strength of solid rocks is exceeded
[Davies, 1982; Stevenson, 2003]. During the early times of
planetary formation extinct radioactivities (26Al and 60Fe)
and large impact heating have played a major role in the
thermal budget of the planets. This early heating was retained
in the internal part of the planet, leading to a hot proto-mantle
and favoring sinking via viscous deformation. Hence, large
metallic diapirs potentially sank toward the center of the
planet in a Hadamard-regime [Hadamard, 1911] with a
timescale that is a function of the viscosity of the proto-
mantle [Karato and Murthy, 1997]. This Hadamard flow
constrains the internal dynamics of the diapir.
[5] Can a sinking metallic diapir generate a dynamo?

Dynamo theory requires three main conditions for the gen-
eration of magnetic field: a fluid with large electrical con-
ductivity, large velocities and some favorable flow pattern. In
large-scale dynamos operating in planetary outer cores, the
energy source generating large velocities is typically thermo-
chemical convection driven by secular cooling and light
element release due to a freezing inner core [Olson, 2007].
However, non-convective energy sources may also drive
dynamos, for example precession [Tilgner, 2005], tidal dis-
tortion of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) [Le Bars et al.,
2011] or heterogeneous mechanical boundary conditions
[Guervilly and Cardin, 2010].
[6] Kinematic dynamos provide vital information about

the efficiency of magnetic field generation for different flow
morphologies [Gubbins et al., 2000a, 2000b]. Very simple
laminar flows often lack significant helicity which is an
important ingredient for a dynamo [Moffatt, 1978]. They are
therefore inefficient in generating a magnetic field, which
requires the magnetic Reynolds number to exceed large critical
values [Gailitis, 1970; Dudley and James, 1989; Moss, 2008].
Even if the helicity is not indispensable in the dynamo process,
these kinematic dynamo models have shown that it is a favor-
able factor. Self-consistent 3D numerical dynamomodels show
a hemispheric anti-symmetric pattern of helicity associated
with the a2 dynamo mechanism [Olson et al., 1999]. In these
models helicity is generated by the action of the Coriolis force
that yields positive/negative radial vorticity correlated with
downwelling in the northern/southern hemisphere respectively
[Olson et al., 2002; Amit et al., 2007].
[7] We use kinematic dynamo simulations to determine the

critical magnetic Reynolds number above which the flow
strength (for a given flow pattern) is sufficient to amplify a
magnetic seed field. To resolve the flow inside the diapir, we
impose the simple flow pattern of a viscous bubble as a
mechanical outer boundary condition on a dynamical simu-
lation. Because the diapir is in a rotating planetary reference
frame and its low viscosity may accommodate inertial effects,
we take into account Coriolis and inertial forces. These
rotational and inertial effects may help dynamo action by
introducing helicity to the dynamics within the interior of the
sinking diapir.

[8] The aim of this study is to determine whether such
sinking dynamics can drive a dynamo, and to constrain the
required conditions for the size of the diapir and the mantle
viscosity of the planet. In addition, we also investigate the
importance of the planetary latitude at which the diapir sinks
on the conditions for obtaining a dynamo. In section 2, we
show that there exists a considerable range of parameters in
which large metallic diapirs are stable. The theory and
method are described in section 3. We present the results of
our models in section 4. In section 5 we discuss the diapir
driven magnetic field growth rate and intensity from an initial
interplanetary magnetic seed field. In section 6 we discuss the
feasibility of obtaining diapir driven dynamos in geophysical
conditions. Conclusions and possible planetary implications
are highlighted in section 7.

2. Stability of Large Metallic Diapirs

[9] In the laminar flow regime, the sinking velocity of a
metallic diapir obeys a Hadamard velocity [Hadamard, 1911;
Batchelor, 1967; Monteux et al., 2009]

U ¼ 2

9

hþ hs
hþ 2

3hs

� �
DrgR2

hs
≃
1

3

DrgR2

hs
ð1Þ

where h is the viscosity inside the diapir, hs is the viscosity of
the surrounding mantle (with hs ≫ h), Dr is the density dif-
ference between the metallic diapir and the silicate mantle, g
is the gravitational acceleration at the depth of the diapir and
R is the radius of the metallic diapir. For early partially
molten planetary mantles, Dr � 5000 kg/m3 and hs � 107–
1013 Pa.s [Karato and Murthy, 1997]. Actually, the gravity
and the sinking velocity decrease with depth. For simplicity
however, we fix the gravity in the partially molten zone to a
constant value of g� 5 m/s2 (intermediate value between the
Moon’s and the Earth’s surface gravities). The sinking veloc-
ity from equation (1) is related to the Stokes velocity by
UStokes = 2U/3 which is the velocity of a solid sphere sinking in
a viscous medium (i.e. hs ≪ h).
[10] Whether a large metallic diapir will break depends on

the stability of the surrounding flow, which is depicted by
the Reynolds number Res based on the sinking velocity U
and the fluid properties of the surrounding mantle:

Res ¼ rsUR
hs

¼ rsDrgR3

3h2s
ð2Þ

where rs� 5000 kg/m3 is the estimated density of the mantle.
For Res ≳ 103, viscous forces are negligible compared to
inertia and diapir break-up occurs. When 1 ≲ Res ≲ 103, the
diapir may or may not break depending on the importance of
inertia over surface tension forces. For Res ≲ 1, inertia is
negligible and no break-up occurs [Samuel, 2012]. In
Figure 1, we represent the stability domain for large metallic
diapirs as a function of diapir size R and mantle viscosity hs.
The conservative upper bound Res = 10 plotted in Figure 1
provides a limit on candidate diapirs for dynamo action.
Figure 1 shows that even very large diapirs can sink without
break-up if the molten mantle viscosity is sufficiently large.
[11] Because the mantle viscosity is strongly dependent on

the temperature, the thermal evolution of the protoplanet is a
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key parameter to define the plausible metal diapir sinking
regimes. In the early stages of planetary formation and before
the dissipation of potential energy associated with the full core
formation, the growing planets were schematically divided in
three domains: a completely molten shallow magma ocean, a
partially molten deep magma ocean and a solid core [Karato
and Murthy, 1997].
[12] The most superficial layer of a growing planet was

probably completely molten forming a several hundred
kilometers thick magma ocean. In this magma ocean, the
viscosity ranges 10�4–102 Pa.s. In the shallow magma ocean
and considering R > 1 km, Res ≫ 105 and turbulent effects
lead to emulsification and to rapid break-up of the metallic
diapir until it reaches a cm size [Rubie et al., 2003; Samuel,
2012]. However, Dahl and Stevenson [2010] have shown
that diapirs with radii larger than 10 km can survive complete
erosion and preserve most of their initial volume as they
reach the bottom of a 1000 km thick magma ocean. In the
turbulent magma ocean, the metallic material rapidly segre-
gates from silicates and forms a layer above the rheological
transition separating the fully molten magma ocean to the
partially molten magma ocean [Höink et al., 2005]. From the
iron layer cumulated at the bottom of the molten magma
ocean, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities can mobilize large vol-
ume of iron by diapirism [Stevenson, 1981; Honda et al.,
1993].
[13] From the bottom of the outermost magma ocean, tem-

perature and melting fraction decrease with depth [Safronov,
1978; Kaula, 1979; Senshu et al., 2002] and the viscosity
rapidly increases to 107–1013 Pa.s [Karato and Murthy, 1997]
(see Table 1). Assuming that U is a Stokes velocity, for a
100 km radius diapir the typical value of Res within this par-
tially molten reservoir ranges between 109 and 10�3, while for
a 1 km radius diapir Res ranges between 10

3 and 10�9. Hence,

in this zone and with a favorable diapir size and viscosity
regime, diapirs can potentially settle in a laminar flow regime
(see Figure 1). Within the solid deep core, the viscosity was
probably larger than 1018 Pa.s thus also leading to a laminar
Stokes flow regime.
[14] Severe heatings associated with large impacts are

phenomena that often occur especially at the end of planetary
accretion. In a local volume deep below the impact site, the
temperature dramatically increases up to the solidus temper-
ature of silicates which results in massive melting. If the
molten volume is not differentiated before the impact, a local
separation occurs in a nearly spherical volume [Tonks and
Melosh, 1992; Monteux et al., 2009]. The impactor’s core
material can eventually be collected in the impact-produced
magma pool where the local Res ≫ 1 [Deguen et al., 2011].
Then, the sinking of this large collected volume is governed
by the rheology of the surrounding material and may occur in
a laminar Stokes flow regime depending on the viscosity of
the mantle. We restrict our study to the laminar flow regime

Figure 1. Candidate diapirs for possible dynamo action (shaded region) must have Res ⪅ 10 to be stable
and Rm ≳ 100 for magnetic induction to be possible. The Ro = 1 contour shows that larger hs gives more
dominant rotational effects in the fluid dynamics inside the diapir (above this line Ro > 1). For definitions
of Res, Rm and Ro see equations (2), (3) and (7).

Table 1. Reference Values for Some Diapirs of Radius R Sinking
in a Mantle of Viscosity hs, Which Are Possible Candidates for
Driving a Dynamo

R (km) hs (Pa.s) U (m/s) Res Rm E Ro

0.1 107 8 0.4 400 10�6 103

1 107 800 400 4 � 105 10�8 104

1 109 8 0.04 4 � 103 10�8 100
10 109 800 40 4 � 106 10�10 103

10 1011 8 ≪1 4 � 104 10�10 10
10 1013 0.08 ≪1 400 10�10 0.1
100 1011 800 4 4 � 107 10�12 100
100 1013 8 ≪1 4 � 105 10�12 1
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where the diapir does not break. Hence, we particularly focus
on the dynamics of a diapir sinking in the deep and partially
molten magma ocean.

3. Theory and Method

[15] The growth or decay of a magnetic seed field Bi

depends on the diapir magnetic Reynolds number Rm which
represents the ratio of advection of magnetic field by the flow
to magnetic diffusion

Rm ¼ UR

l
¼ DrgR3

3hsl
ð3Þ

with l � 1 m2/s being the magnetic diffusivity of liquid iron
inside the diapir [Olson, 2007]. Numerical dynamo simula-
tions of rotating convection in a spherical shell show that Rm
≳ 100 is a necessary condition for magnetic field generation
[Christensen and Aubert, 2006]. Figure 1 shows the limit
Rm = 100 as a function of diapir radius R and mantle vis-
cosity hs. Combining the conditions on Res and Rm, we find a
considerable range of diapirs (with R ≳ 100 m and the full
estimated range of hs) that are both stable against break-up
as well as sufficiently fast for significant magnetic induction.
It is not clear however whether the particular flow pattern
inside the diapir is capable of generating a magnetic field.
The goal of this study is to verify the feasibility of dynamo
action by a diapir sinking flow.
[16] The laminar flow patternwithin a sinking diapir in a non-

rotating system is well known from theoretical [Hadamard,
1911; Batchelor, 1967] and experimental [Spells, 1952] stud-
ies. This circulation pattern consists of a purely poloidal one-
roll axisymmetric velocity field [Batchelor, 1967]:

Ur r; qð Þ ¼ U R2 � r2
� �

cos q ð4Þ

Uq r; qð Þ ¼ �U R2 � 2r2
� �

sin q ð5Þ

where r and q are the radial and co-latitude spherical coor-
dinates in the reference frame of the diapir. During its sink-
ing, a spherical diapir might deform depending on the
rheological properties of both the metallic and the silicate

phases [Monteux et al., 2009; Ulvrová et al., 2011]. For sim-
plicity we assume that the diapir maintains a spherical shape
during its sinking. Figure 2 shows the internal circulation
obtained using the thermo-chemical convection code devel-
oped by Monteux et al. [2009]. The flow pattern is in good
agreement with both the theoretical and the experimental
results and weakly depends on the viscosity ratio between the
sinking metallic diapir and the surrounding mantle.
[17] When the planet is rapidly rotating and the viscosity

of the diapir is sufficiently small, the Coriolis and inertial
forces must be taken into account. Two non-dimensional
numbers characterize the dynamical system: the ratio of
viscous to Coriolis forces is measured by the Ekman number

E ¼ n
WR2

ð6Þ

where n = h/r is the kinematic viscosity of the molten iron
and W is the rotation rate of the planet. The ratio of inertial to
Coriolis forces is characterized by the Rossby number

Ro ¼ U

WR
ð7Þ

where U is the amplitude of the sinking diapir velocity field
(equation (1)). The rotation rate W has probably decreased
during the early stages of planetary accretion from a couple
of hours [Agnor et al., 1999]. For simplicity, we consider in
our study a constant W equal to the current Earth value (see
Table 2).
[18] We solve numerically the non-dimensional Navier-

Stokes equation including Coriolis and inertial forces in a
spherical container representing the sinking diapir:

∂u
∂t

þ u⋅ruþ 2ez � u ¼ �rpþ Er2u ð8Þ

where u is the velocity field (in units of RW), t is time (in
units of W�1), ez is the unit vector in the direction of the
planetary rotation axis and p the reduced pressure. The
Hadamard velocity field (equations (4) and (5)) scaled by Ro
is imposed at the spherical outer boundary and drives the
flow within the diapir. When the hydrodynamic diapir Rey-
nolds number Re = Ro/E≪ 103 (not to be confused with Res),

Figure 2. Streamlines of a sinking metallic sphere (red) in an
undifferentiated planet (blue). The streamlines are in the mov-
ing frame of the sinking diapir. The ratio between the diapir
radius to the planetary radius is 0.125. The three images show
the flows for three different ratios between the mantle viscosity
hs and the diapir viscosity h. These results were obtained using
the thermo-chemical convection code developed by Monteux
et al. [2009] in spherical axisymmetric geometry.

Table 2. Estimated Parameters and Non-dimensional Numbers for
Present Earth’s Outer Core, a Candidate Sinking Diapir, and Input
Non-dimensional Numbers Used in Our Modelsa

Earth Diapir Models

n 10�6 10�6 -
l 1 1 -
R 3 � 106 102–105 -
W 7 � 10�5 7 � 10�5 -
U 5 � 10�4 10�5–103 -
E 10�15 10�12–10�6 10�5–10�2

Ro 10�6 10�3–104 10�3–1
Rm 103 102–108 103–105

Pm 10�6 10�6 10�1–105

aAll parameters are given in SI units. All values for Earth’s core are from
Olson [2007]. Diffusivities and rotation rate for diapirs are assumed to be as
for the Earth’s core. Note that in calculating the non-dimensional number
ranges for the diapir not all combinations of R and U are admissible,
since U depends on R (equation (1)). For the candidate sinking diapir, see
Figure 1.
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the expected flow pattern equations (4) and (5) is recovered
in the whole volume to a very good accuracy. Details of the
numerical method can be found in Appendix A.
[19] If the resulting three-dimensional flow u is stationary,

it is then used as input to a kinematic dynamo code, which
solves the induction equation

∂B
∂t

¼ r� u� Bð Þ þ E

Pm
r2B ð9Þ

where the magnetic field B is in units of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffim0rFe

p
RW, and

Pm = n/l is the magnetic Prandtl number. m0 is the magnetic
permeability of free space (m0 = 4p � 10�7 H.m�1) and rFe
is the diapir density (rFe = 104 kg.m�3). Note that Rm
(equation (3)) can be rewritten as Rm = RoPm/E. A growing
magnetic field indicates the presence of a dynamo.
[20] If the Navier-Stokes simulation leads to a time-

dependent flow (as it is the case for high Ro and Re), we
resort to a much slower fully self-consistent dynamo code,
which solves the induction equation (9) coupled with the
Navier-Stokes equation (8) with the addition of the Lorentz
force (r � B) � B. We denote the critical magnetic Rey-
nolds number for the onset of a dynamo by Rmc. To charac-
terize the efficiency of the flow pattern in generating a
magnetic field, we also examine the helicity H = u⋅(r � u).
[21] The relevant parameters and non-dimensional numb-

ers are listed in Table 2, including their typical values for
Earth’s outer core, the possible ranges for the sinking diapir,
as well as values used in our numerical models. The most
significant variability and uncertainty appears in the size of
the diapir R and the viscosity of the surrounding mantle hs. It
is therefore worth-while writing the control parameters of
the models in terms of these two quantities. For example,

substituting equation (1) into equation (7) allows rewriting
the Rossby number as

Ro ¼ 1

3

DrgR
hsW

ð10Þ

Using fixed values for Dr, g, W, n and l, the input control
parameters E, Ro and Rm are given in terms of the diapir
size R and the mantle viscosity hs in Tables 1 and 2. For a
successful dynamo (Rm > Rmc) to be considered geophys-
ical, it is required to have E, Ro and Rm within the (rather
broad) estimated range for candidate diapirs (see Figure 1),
but also the magnetic Prandtl number must have the value of
molten iron, that is Pm � 10�6 [Olson, 2007]. We limit our
dynamical models to the rotational regime of Ro ≤ 1 but we
also investigate the ability of the simple laminar Hadamard
flow without rotation and inertia to generate a magnetic field.
[22] Two end-member scenarios are examined, one in

which the diapir falls on the geographic pole of the planet,
the other in which the diapir falls on the equator of the
planet. In the first the Hadamard flow forcing is parallel to
the planetary rotation axis, in the second the Hadamard flow
forcing is perpendicular to the planetary rotation axis (see
Figure 3). The consequences of these two end-member sce-
narios for the dynamo are compared.

4. Results

4.1. Fluid Flow Inside the Diapir

[23] We begin by reporting the velocity fields within the
diapir obtained by our dynamical model. Figure 4a shows a
solution for a large Ekman number of E = 10�2 and a Rossby
number of Ro = 10�1 for a polar sinking diapir. The meridi-
onal flow consists of a single poloidal roll anti-symmetric
with respect to the equator and axisymmetric with respect to
the rotation axis, as in the classical Hadamard flow solution
without rotation and inertia (equations (4) and (5)). However,
in addition the solution contains an azimuthal axisymmetric
toroidal flow component anti-symmetric with respect to the
equator, which is due to the Coriolis force. Compared to
Figure 2, the streamlines are distorted toward the outer part of
the sphere in response to the rotational effect. Note that the
radial flow is much weaker than the tangential flow. In the
rotational regime where Ro ≪ 1 the flow pattern is weakly
dependent on Ro. In this regime, the main difference between
flow models of two different Ro values is that the magnitude
scales linearly with Ro. For Ro� 1 and hence large Reynolds
numbers Re = Ro/E, the flow is no longer stationary.
[24] For smaller Ekman numbers (Figures 4b and 4c), the

flow pattern is qualitatively similar but is now confined to a
thinner layer below the boundary of the diapir. Figure 5
shows the thickness of the velocity layer h normalized by
the diapir’s radius as a function of E�1 for Ro = 10�2. The
decrease in h with decreasing E obeys a power law

h

R
¼ AEx ð11Þ

For a polar sinking diapir the prefactor is Ap � 4 and the
power is xp� 0.5 (Figure 5, red). The 1/2 power is suggestive
of an Ekman boundary layer control [e.g. Pedlosky, 1987], as
may be expected in a system governed by rotational effects.
The same results are found for all Ro < 1 values (not shown).

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the geometries of the
two end-member sinking diapirs. In polar sinking (top) the
local gravity is parallel to the rotation vector, whereas in
equatorial sinking (right) the local gravity is perpendicular
to the rotation vector.
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Figure 4. Flow components and helicity for three different E values and Ro = 10�1 in the case of a polar
sinking diapir. The streamlines with black solid contours (representing counter-clockwise circulation) are
superimposed on the uf subplots. The sinking geometry is illustrated at the top of the figure where ur is
represented. The mean flow is axisymmetric.
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[25] We repeat the flow analysis for equatorial sinking
diapirs. Note that the visualization is in the planetary refer-
ence frame, so the north pole points in the direction of the
rotation rate (and not in the diapir sinking latitude). Here the
flow is symmetric with respect to the equator (Figure 6). In
this configuration, the rotation and sinking axes are per-
pendicular, so that the axisymmetry of the flow is lost.
Indeed, in the equatorial plane, the stationary flow is domi-
nated by an m = 1 spiral (see Figure 7), and the effect of
the Coriolis force tends to make the flow invariant along the
rotation axis (Figure 6). The analysis of the thickness of the
velocity layer for equatorial sinking diapir leads to the pre-
factor Ae � 2 and a power of xe � 0.25 (equation (11) and
Figure 5, green), reminiscent of a Stewartson internal layer
control [Stewartson, 1957; Schaeffer and Cardin, 2005].
[26] Because helicity favors dynamo action, we examine the

pattern of helicity and its dependence on E and Ro. For a polar
sinking diapir, the helicity is hemispheric anti-symmetric
negative/positive in the northern/southern hemisphere respec-
tively (Figure 4). This helicity pattern is governed by the
interaction between the latitudinal flow and the radial shear
of the azimuthal flow. As with the flow pattern, the thickness
of the layer of significant helicity decreases with decreasing
E. For equatorial sinking diapirs the helicity is also hemi-
spheric anti-symmetric (Figure 6). Here the hemispheric anti-
symmetric helicity pattern is obtained by the interaction
between the azimuthal flow and the radial shear of the lati-
tudinal flow.

4.2. Magnetic Field Generation

[27] First, we used the analytic Hadamard flow solution
without rotation and inertia (equations (4) and (5)). We found
no dynamo. Next, we accounted for the effect of rotation: for
each flow solution obtained by different combinations of E
and Ro, we search for the critical magnetic Reynolds number
Rmc above which dynamo action takes place. Figure 8 shows

the results of such a parametric study for a polar sinking diapir.
The smallest Rmc values (most favorable flow morphologies
for dynamo action) appear for E = 10�3. Weaker rotation
yields weaker helicity and subsequent field generation,
whereas stronger rotation confines the flow to a thinner layer
and thus dynamo action is once again less efficient. In the
rotational regime where Ro ≪ 1, Rmc does not depend on Ro.
This is expected because the flow pattern is almost indepen-
dent of Ro for Ro≪ 1. On approach toRo� 1, the flow pattern
changes and some non-trivial dependence of Rmc on Ro
emerges.
[28] The results of the parametric study for the equatorial

sinking diapirs (Figure 9) are similar to those for the polar
sinking diapirs. Because the flow of equatorial sinking dia-
pirs is not axisymmetric, one must compute the velocity and
magnetic fields with many coupled azimuthal modes, leading
to much higher computation times (10 to 30 times longer)
than in the polar sinking dynamos. Hence, we decided to
focus on E ≤ 10�3 and 0.1 ≤ Ro < 1. The smallest Rmc for
equatorial sinking diapir was found for E = 10�4. From
Figures 8 and 9 we can see thatRm has to be at least larger than
3000 to envision a diapir driven dynamo generation which
restricts the candidate diapir domain (Figures 1 and 10).
[29] Figure 11 shows images of the magnetic field for a

diapir sinking from the equator for two sets of parameters
((E = 10�5, Ro = 0.3), top; (E = 10�4, Ro = 0.1), bottom). The
magnetic field is characterized by small scale features as the
flow within the diapir becomes more turbulent (Figure 11,
bottom). Note that in the equatorial sinking case, even at
small Ekman number, the magnetic field is strong in a sig-
nificant volume fraction, despite the confinement of the flow
to a narrower layer.

5. Magnetic Seed Field Growth Rate
and Saturation

[30] We have demonstrated that a sinking diapir can gen-
erate a dynamo. Next we estimate the intensity of the mag-
netic field, in particular whether the sinking time is long
enough for the magnetic field to reach saturation before
arriving at the bottom of the partially molten mantle. This
requires the computation of the non-linear dynamo problem,
i.e. the simultaneous solution of the coupled momentum and
induction equation. As initial condition, we consider a uni-
form interplanetary magnetic seed field Bi = 3 � 10�9 T
[Riedler et al., 1989]. We monitor the intensity of the dipolar
component of the magnetic field at the diapir surface as a
function of time from a successful dynamo model of equa-
torial sinking diapir. We have computed several such dyna-
mos, all of them exhibiting a similar behavior: strong small
scale magnetic field within the diapir (Figure 11), with rela-
tively weak dipolar field at its surface. In Figure 12, the time
is non-dimensionalized by the time a diapir with radius R
needs to travel a distance R. The magnetic field is saturated
before a 10 km diapir reaches the bottom of a 200 km depth
partially molten mantle. For polar diapirs (not shown), the
saturated field is slightly weaker and the growth rate is slower
compared with the equatorial case.
[31] We also monitor the corresponding magnetic field

intensity at the surface of the planet as a function of time
(Figure 12, red line). The intensity of the magnetic field

Figure 5. The non-dimensional thickness of the velocity
layer h/R as a function of E�1 for Ro = 10�2 in log-log scale.
The depth is defined where the azimuthal velocity drops to
10% of its maximum value at colatitude 60� (for polar sink-
ing diapir, red) or at co-latitude 90� (for equatorial sinking
diapir, green).
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Figure 6. As in Figure 4 for equatorial sinking diapirs. As in Figure 4, the vertical direction points to the
rotation axis of the planet.
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Figure 7. Illustration of the geometry and flow components in the equatorial plane of the planet for
E = 10�4 and Ro = 10�1 for an equatorial sinking diapir.

Figure 8. Regime diagram of kinematic dynamos for polar sinking diapirs. Black circles are no dyna-
mos, red circles are dynamos. The values of Pm for the dynamo cases in log-scale are represented by
the size of the red circles (see legend).
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decreases with the distance d from the surface of the
diapir:

B � B0
d

R

�‘�2

ð12Þ

where ‘ is the spherical harmonic degree. We consider the
dipolar component of the magnetic field (i.e. ‘ ¼ 1) which
is the strongest contribution far from the generating
region. The magnetic field intensity generated by the dia-
pir deep in the mantle never overcomes the initial mag-
netic seed field intensity. This means that within the range
of parameters of our study (Ro ≤ 1, Ek ≥ 10�5 and

Pm ≥ 10�1), a dynamo generated by a sinking metallic
diapir is unlikely to leave a footprint on the surface
paleomagnetic field of a growing planet.

6. Discussion

[32] We studied dynamos generated by 3D circulation
driven by Hadamard flow on the outer boundary under the
influence of the Coriolis force (Ro ≲ 1, E ≪ 1). This is an
important constraint, which restricts the candidate diapirs
from our models to the region below the Ro ≃ 3 line of
Figure 10, where rotational effects are important. In the
highly rotational regime of Ro ≪ 1 the flow morphology as

Figure 9. As in Figure 8 for equatorial sinking diapirs.

Figure 10. A refined diagram of candidate diapirs for dynamo action. We constrain the candidate diapirs
from the results of our models to the dark shaded zone. Successful dynamos are represented with green
symbols (squares for polar and circles for equatorial sinking diapirs). The blue solid line for Rm = 3000
represents the minimum value for a successful dynamo from our models. The red dashed line for Ro = 1
represents the limit of the rotational regime investigated in our study. We also represent the Ro = 0.1 value.
Larger but moderate Ro values marked by the Ro = 3 line (not studied here) may possibly lead to dynamo
action. We extend the domain to hs = 1014 Pa.s where dynamos were observed in our models.
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well as Rmc do not depend on Ro. The behavior of the sys-
tem for Ro � 1 is complicated to investigate due to com-
putational limitations. In these systems turbulence becomes
important, the flow is unsteady and temporal fluctuations
dominate the dynamics. This regime can eventually lead to
more complex flows and favor dynamo generation, although
it is unlikely [Peyrot et al., 2007; Ponty and Plunian, 2011].
[33] Can sinking diapirs produce dynamos in nature? In

our numerical simulations, all physical parameters are in the
geophysical range except for the liquid iron viscosity, which
influences both Ekman and magnetic Prandtl number.
Unfortunately, simulations with lower E are computationally
very costly. In Figures 8 and 9 the magnetic Prandtl number
Pm is represented by the size of the circles in the dynamo
cases, so that larger circles represent smaller Pm, closer to

the geophysical value. Both these figures show that we have
obtained dynamos at smaller Pm values when decreasing E.
In the regime which is accessible for our simulations,
the lowest Pm values are on the order of 0.1, five orders
of magnitude too large. Such computational problems of
obtaining Earth-like E and Pm values are ubiquitous to all
numerical dynamo studies [Christensen and Aubert, 2006;
Christensen and Wicht, 2007].
[34] From Figures 8 and 9, we obtain the critical magnetic

Reynolds number Rmc for each combination of E and Ro
values. This global Rmc scales with R3 (equations (1) and
(3)). Lowering the Ekman number confines the flow to a
narrow velocity layer at the outer part of the diapir, which
results in larger Rmc. This motivates defining a local critical

Figure 11. Example of dynamo magnetic fields for an equatorial sinking diapir. (left) The f-component
of the magnetic field in an arbitrary meridional cross-section and (right) the Z-component of the magnetic
field in the equatorial plane. (top) E = 10�4, Ro = 0.1, Pm = 20, Re = 103 and (bottom) E = 10�5, Ro = 0.3,
Pm = 0.5, Re = 3 � 104.
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magnetic Reynolds number Rmc
L based on the thickness of

the velocity layer h:

RmL
c ¼ h

R
Rmc ð13Þ

[35] Using the best fits to h from Figure 5, we plot Rmc
L as

a function of E�1 in Figure 13. It is difficult to extrapolate a
relation between Rmc

L and E. Based on this figure, Rmc
L

appears to have an asymptotic behavior with decreasing E,
with polar sinking dynamos seeming to be favorable. How-
ever, the thickness h of that layer is much larger in the
equatorial sinking case (h � E1/4) than in the polar sinking
case (h � E1/2). It thus appears that dynamo generation from
a sinking diapir could be favored by equatorial sinking dia-
pirs for realistic Ekman numbers. Even in the very pessi-
mistic case, where Rmc � 105 (two orders of magnitude
larger than our optimal model) for realistic Ekman numbers,
giant diapirs (radius from 30 to 100 km) can still produce
strong magnetic fields during their sinking. In addition, the
turbulent fluctuations may limit the decrease of h with
decreasing E (Figure 5), leading to the decrease of Rmc at
low E (equation (13)). However, lowering the Ekman num-
ber will lead to smaller scale magnetic field generation (as
suggested by Figure 11), leading to a possibly lower mag-
netic field at the surface of the planet.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

[36] Our results show that the flow pattern driven by a
diapir sinking through a partially molten mantle within a

rotating planet can generate a magnetic field. This dynamo
generation seems more favorable for a diapir sinking from
the equator than from the planet’s rotational pole. Large
diapirs (R > 10 km) sinking in a mantle with a viscosity
ranging from 109 to 1014 Pa.s (see Table 1) provide plausible
conditions to generate a transient dynamo that may have
occurred in the early history of terrestrial planets or imme-
diately after a giant impact and the subsequent core merging
process. However, the magnetic field generated by a single
diapir in our models is too weak to contribute to the paleo-
magnetic field recorded on Mars or on the Moon.
[37] Several questions arise from our results:
[38] 1. What is the influence of the intensity of the mag-

netic seed field on the feasibility of a diapir driven dynamo?
We have considered in this study the very weak homoge-
neous interplanetary magnetic seed field. However, mag-
netic fields are expected to be generated in planetary cores
during the early evolution of planets and moons [Monteux
et al., 2011a]. The presence of a stronger magnetic field
during early planetary evolutions may change the flow
inside the diapir, leading to faster and stronger magnetic
field amplification.
[39] 2. How will multiple diapirs affect the early planetary

magnetic fields? Large diapirs are not isolated events during
planetary differentiations. The presence of multiple diapirs
may influence the sinking dynamics of each diapir [Manga
and Stone, 1993] and hence the dynamo generation.
[40] 3. Can the magnetic field of the sinking diapirs help to

start the planetary dynamo? If the convective planetary
dynamo is subcritical [Christensen et al., 2001], i.e. the
dynamo cannot start without a strong initial field, the core

Figure 12. Intensity of the dipolar magnetic field generated by an equatorial sinking diapir as a function
of time with Ro = 1, E = 10�5, Rm = 105, Pm = 1. The intensity of the magnetic field is non-dimensiona-
lized by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffim0rFe
p

RW rFe = 104 kg.m�3 and R = 10 km. The blue line represents the evolution of the dipolar
magnetic field at the surface of the diapir, and the red line at the surface of the planet.
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merging process could bring the required magnetic field
intensity inside the planetary core to trigger a dynamo.

Appendix A: Numerical Method

[41] Our three-dimensional spherical code uses a second
order finite differences scheme in the radial direction and
pseudo-spectral spherical harmonic expansion in the tan-
gential direction using the high performance SHTns library
(N. Schaeffer, Efficient spherical harmonic transforms aimed
at pseudo-spectral numerical simulations, preprint, 2012,
arXiv:1202.6522). The time stepping uses a semi-implicit
Crank-Nicholson scheme for the diffusive terms, while the
non-linear terms are handled by an Adams-Bashforth scheme
(second order in time). To calculate the 3D flow, the
momentum equation is time stepped in the spherical fluid
shell with imposed velocity field at the spherical outer
boundary. For kinematic dynamo simulations the induction
equation is solved with an insulator outside the outer
boundary and an imposed stationary 3D velocity field. The
full dynamo problem can also be solved with coupled
induction and momentum equations.
[42] We want to emphasize that there is no solid inner

core: our code supports fluid that fills the whole sphere. The
method to overcome numerical instability near r = 0 is based
on the fact that the minimum length-scale resolved by a
spherical harmonic expansion truncated at degree ‘max is
about pr=‘max. Hence when r → 0, we resolve smaller and
smaller angular length-scale, which is at best useless, and
can lead to numerical instabilities. We overcome this limi-
tation with a spherical harmonic truncation ‘tr that depends
on r. Specifically, we use

‘tr rð Þ ¼ 1þ ‘max � 1ð Þ r

rmax
ðA1Þ

Although the finite difference scheme has a theoretical error
that scales like 1/r, the numerical solutions of the velocity
field and magnetic field are perfectly smooth near r = 0, with
flow and magnetic field that are allowed to cross r = 0. We
use ‘max ranging from 20 to 90 and the number of radial grid
points ranges from 100 to 300 depending on the strength of
inertial effects (measured by the hydrodynamic Reynolds
number Re = Ro/E).
[43] In the case of a diapir falling on the planetary pole,

the boundary conditions are symmetric by rotation around
the rotation axis of the planet. This implies that the station-
ary flow is axisymmetric (when there are no instabilities).
When computing the kinematic dynamo problem with an
axisymmetric flow, the various azimuthal wave numbers m
of the magnetic field are independent. Moreover, it is known
from the Cowling theorem that the magnetic field must
include non-axisymmetric (m > 1) terms [Cowling, 1934].
Hence we search for magnetic field with m = 1, m = 2 and
m = 3 separately. We find that most often the first growing
magnetic field mode is the one with m = 2.
[44] In the case of a diapir falling on the planetary equator,

the boundary conditions are not symmetric by rotation
around the rotation axis of the planet. However, they are
purely m = 1, and we find that the stationary flow, without
inertial effects (small Ro/E) is mainly a spiralling m = 1 flow.
When inertial effects are not negligible, all azimuthal wave
numbers are present in the flow, leading to longer compu-
tations, where we usually set mmax ¼ ‘max=2, which seems to
be a reasonable truncation scheme when looking at the
resulting spectra. The kinematic dynamo computation also
requires all azimuthal wave numbers to be computed at once
because they are coupled by the m > 0 flow. We use the
same truncation as for the flow, and for some cases we
verified that larger truncations did not change the dynamo
onset threshold significantly.

Figure 13. Local magnetic Reynolds number Rmc
L as a function of E�1. Rmc

L is obtained by combining
the results for Rmc from Figures 8 and 9 (choosing the most favorable Ro value for each value of E) and
the fits for h from Figure 5.
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